
WRITING A JOURNAL ARTICLE TITLES

Writing the title takes just a fraction of the time you need to put down your work on paper. Nonetheless, this starting
point is very important one.

TIP: Journals often set a maximum word count for Abstracts, often words, and no citations. See editing
example Credible sources for journal articles It is crucial that you use credible primary sources , when writing
your paper, as doing so ensures the credibility and accuracy of your own research. For journal articles, you can
refer to the Journal Quality List , which provides a ranking of credible journals. How to write a cover letter for
journal submissions In this section, we focus on how to write a research paper abstract that is concise and
informative, as such abstracts are more commonly used in scientific literature. International Journal of Clinical
and Health Psychology, 12 1 ,  What is a DOI? They are also good if you want to emphasize the technical side
of the research you have carried out. Therefore, you should carefully assess the credibility of each journal
article you consider using. Here are some steps with examples you can follow to write an effective title: 1.
Make sure you follow the proper journal manuscript formatting guidelines when preparing your abstract. Have
I included appropriate descriptive words that potential readers will find attractive, engaging, and likely use
when searching article databases? There was an improvement in the cognitive function of patients. Your
Abstract should answer these questions about your manuscript: What was done? Sean Burns. Think about why
your research will be of interest to other scientists. Answering these questions lets readers know the most
important points about your study, and helps them decide whether they want to read the rest of the paper. Try
to put all of the topics together in the title using as few words as possible. Moreover, your article will probably
appear less often in the search results if you decide to the replace the words carrying the main meaning with a
humorous phrase. A title that is too long will seem clumsy, annoy readers, and probably not meet journal
requirements. Check out other APA examples. Recent review articles published in prestigious journals, like
Cell, have featured puns. How to write a research paper abstract However, formulating the abstract of a
research paper can be a tedious task, given that abstracts need to be fairly comprehensive, without giving too
much away. Several authors who have recently surveyed manuscript titles observed that published works have
increasingly incorporated wordplay and questions into their titles , despite a strong tradition discouraging this
practice. Searching for information on citing journals in other styles? I studied 40 cases from six cities in
Japan. Public Health Nursing, 27 2 ,  This will increase the number of people reading your manuscript, and
likely lead to more citations. You can follow the same strategy to write a structured abstract; just introduce
headings based on the journal guidelines. Unless, of course, that title encourages them to click the link and
read more. Why did you do it? Each can be used to attract a different type of audience. New ways of making
academic articles easier to read. Here are a few tips that can help you avoid some of the most common
mistakes when writing titles: Follow the guidelines of the Publication Manual of the American Psychological
Association APA,  If your title is too specific, a reviewer might not feel inclined to review the paper because
he or she might not think the study fits within his or her specialty. It could be said that the keywords, title, and
abstract operate in a system analogous to a chain reaction. To help you find the most suitable plagiarism
checker we compared the best plagiarism checkers available. If database search engines can find your journal
manuscript, readers will be able to find it too. The abstract should provide a quick and accurate summary of
the paper, to help the reader decide whether the rest of the paper is worth reading. Therefore, strike a good
balance between specificity and broad applicability. Peer reviewed articles have been assessed and approved
by academic experts in the relevant field. Life science research articles often have nominal and full-sentence
titles. In general, avoid full sentences because they are excessively wordy. In this way, you will be able to
analyze how they would function in reality and possibly generate some new ideas.


